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ABSTRACT
We present a server-based benchmark that enables a fair analysis of
different collision detection & proximity query algorithms. A simple yet interactive web interface allows both expert and non-expert
users to easily evaluate different collision detection algorithms’ performance in standardized or optionally user-definable scenarios and
identify possible bottlenecks. In contrast to typically used simple
charts or histograms to show the results, we additionally propose
a heatmap visualization directly on the benchmarked objects that
allows the identification of critical regions on a sub-object level. An
anonymous login system, in combination with a server-side scheduling algorithm, guarantees security as well as the reproducibility
and comparability of the results. This makes our benchmark useful
for end-users who want to choose the optimal collision detection
method or optimize their objects with respect to collision detection
but also for researchers who want to compare their new algorithms
with existing solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

Collision detection (CD) is essential in many applications, such as
physically-based simulation, motion planning, and computer games.
In many of these applications, CD is the computational bottleneck.
For instance, in randomized path planners, more than 90% of the
computation time is spent on collision detection [Hsu et al. 1998].
The most time-consuming part is usually the so-called narrow phase
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CD, i.e., detecting whether a pair of 3D objects intersect or not.
Closely related to this challenge are proximity queries (PQ) that additionally report the minimum distance between the pair of objects
in case of non-collision.
Due to the wide variety of use cases and inherent complexity of
the problem, CD & PQ have been researched since several decades
in different communities, and they remain an active field of research because until now, no all-in-one algorithm suitable for every
purpose has been found if such a solution could exist at all.
Most available CD & PD algorithms for the narrow phase rely
on bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs) to accelerate the queries.
The idea is, instead of calculating slow and complex tests on the
geometric primitives, objects are enclosed recursively with simple
bounding volumes (BV) that allow culling parts of the geometry
to avoid further testing. Many different bounding volumes have
been proposed to build such BVHs for CD & PD, including spheres
[Hubbard 1996], AABBs [van den Bergen 1998] [Zachmann 1995],
k-DOPs [Klosowski 1998] [Zachmann 1998], OBBs [Gottschalk et al.
1996], spherical shells [Krishnan et al. 1998], swept spheres [Larsen
et al. 1999a], to name but a few. Moreover, BVHs can have different
branching factors, the BVHs can be constructed in different ways
(e.g., iteratively, bottom-up, or top-down), the primitives can be
assigned in different ways to the BVs in the hierarchy (for instance,
via middle split, median split or even using sophisticated clustering
algorithms) and finally, there exist different algorithms for the
hierarchy traversal during run-time [Tan et al. 2019].
The reason for such a large amount of different CD & PQ approaches is that they are often optimized for a particular scenario.
CD & PQ algorithms are usually susceptible to certain factors like
relative the object’s shape (e.g., convex or concave), the sizes between objects, relative distances, the sizes, shapes, and distributions
of the geometric primitives or the transformations between objects,
to name but a few. Moreover, the limitations of the algorithms are
hardly discussed in the publications, if actually known. In many
publications, authors usually use a set of self-defined objects &
scenarios to benchmark & compare their proposed algorithms with
existing ones. However, this is not always in favor of existing algorithms since authors might choose objects or scenarios that favor
their proposed algorithms. Even more, the source code of competing algorithms is often unavailable or outdated, and there is no
access to objects and scenarios used by the competing algorithms
for their benchmarks. Besides that, technical difficulties, i.e., the
sheer amount of involved parameters or integration of existing CD
algorithms making benchmarking of CD algorithms a complicated
and time-consuming process. Finally, the reported scenarios often
only show an average, sometimes a standard deviation, and maybe
the maximum running time for a whole sequence of transformations. This is not sufficient to understand why a certain algorithm
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Figure 1: An example of heatmap based on configuration’s
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a cup, soup of numbers settling in a bowl) to benchmark their
proposed CD algorithm. Van Den Bergen [van den Bergen 1998]
positioned a pair of objects inside a bounded space randomly and
tested them for the intersection. The probability of intersection is
controlled by changing the size of objects.
There exist only very few efforts to provide general, fair, and reproducible benchmarks for CD algorithms. Zachmann [Zachmann
1998] proposed a simple benchmark for DopTree that also applies to
general algorithms by positioning two identical objects at a certain
distance relative to each other. The relative distance is calculated
based on the center of the object’s bounding box. One object will
stay still, while the other performs a full rotation around the z-axis
at fixed small steps. The average timing of the CD algorithm is
calculated by averaging CD time at all steps.
Caselli et al. [Caselli et al. 2002] use several predefined scenes
in a probabilistic motion planner to benchmark several advanced
collision detection algorithms, i.e., V-Clip, RAPID, SOLID, PQP, and
V-Collide. However, the results can not be directly transferred to
scenarios not included in the benchmark.
Trenkel et al. [Trenkel et al. 2007] proposed a systematic way
to measure CD algorithms by combining broad and narrow phases
from Hubbard [Hubbard 1993] taxonomies into a CD pipeline. The
test scenarios are generated by positioning two identical objects
at a predefined distance. The positions and orientations for the
predefined distance are generated by rotating and translating one
of the objects.
Diktas et al. [Diktas and Sahiner 2008] argue that it is not enough
to test algorithms based on the relative distance between objects
since objects might penetrate against each other. They proposed
a benchmarking suite that takes relative penetration along with
relative distance and size into account. They presented a way to
generate a position by performing continuous CD using sphere-tree
fitted to object against the object’s surface offset.
Weller et al. [Weller et al. 2010] extended [Trenkel et al. 2007]
to include relative penetration between objects. They proposed
a method to measure the quality of force and torque for 6 DOF
(Degrees Of Freedom) haptic rendering and applied it to evaluate
two algorithms, i.e., Voxmap-Pointshell (VPS) and Inner Sphere
Tree (IST).
Woulfe et al. [Woulfe and Manzke 2009] proposed a generic
benchmarking suite for interactive applications. They enable users
to supply parameters that mimic the standard geometric and physical properties of rigid bodies, i.e., position, size, mass, acceleration,
velocity, etc. However, it is limited to CD algorithms available in
Bullet Physics. The object is also predefined, which makes it impossible to test a custom object. Besides that, adding a custom CD
algorithms into Bullet is extremely difficult.
Although there exist some efforts to provide a fair and systematic
benchmark for CD algorithms, little to none work has been put
to provide a better understanding of benchmarking results on a
sub-object level to identify, for instance, parts of an object that
are maybe especially well or badly suited for a certain algorithm.
Results are mostly represented using a chart or histogram based on
algorithms’ average or maximum timings for the whole sequence of
configurations and a complete pair of objects, which is not sufficient
to understand CD algorithms’ behavior & characteristic in-depth.
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OUR APPROACH

Our OpenCollBench consists of three parts: an easy-to-use but
highly adjustable benchmark for CD and PQ algorithms, a novel
visualization method for the results of the benchmarks that supports
a sophisticated but understandable inspection of the results even
for inexperienced users on a sub-object level, and a web-based
system that offers our benchmark as a service. In the following, we
will detail the individual parts of OpenCollBench, starting with the
actual benchmark.

3.1

Collision Detection Benchmark

The core benchmarking functionality of OpenCollBench relies on
an already available standardized open-source benchmarking suite
by Trenkel et al. [Trenkel et al. 2007]; hence we will start with a very
quick recap. In general, the benchmarking suite is a suitable narrow
phase CD of arbitrary polygonal rigid objects, and it supports even
polygon soups. It is based on the observation that the running-time
of boolean CD algorithms is worst in the case that the objects are
in close proximity but do not collide: in this case, the typical BVHbased algorithms have to traverse very often down to the leaves,
but they cannot stop the traversal because they do not find an
actual intersection; hence a lot of backtracking is necessary by the
recursive traversal algorithms. Moreover, it relies on the assumption
that in interactive applications, it is not known in advance in which
particular configuration, i.e., translation and orientation, the pair
of objects will collide; hence, we have to consider all of them.
As a consequence, the benchmarking suite samples the configuration space with a user-definable accuracy. The sampling includes
the possible orientations and distances of the objects. Two different sampling methods are available; one simply places one object
on a sphere and moves it towards the second object until a certain distance is met, whereas the second method uses a grid for
the initial positioning of the moving object. The second method
is more accurate but requires more computation time to generate
a set of configurations. The user can define the set of objects. A
set of objects in different polygonal resolutions and pre-computed
configurations for these objects is available. For more details, we
refer the interested reader to [Trenkel et al. 2007].
The benchmark offers a lightweight and well-documented C++
interface: developers simply have to write a small wrapper that
offers two functions, one to import the polygonal model and a
second one to move the objects according to a 4x4 transformation
matrix. There already exist many wrappers for current state-ofthe-art collision detection libraries like CollDet with its different
included algorithms, including the new SIMDop [Tan et al. 2019]
that uses SIMD units of modern CPUs for the acceleration of the
traversal, PQP [Larsen et al. 1999b], DOPTree [Zachmann 1998],
BoxTree [Zachmann 1995], and V-COLLIDE [Hudson et al. 1997].
The benchmark is based on OpenSG, and this has the advantage
that it supports a lot of different 3D object formats to be imported.
Moreover, it has a headless mode, which is essential for server operation and guarantees benchmarking results that are not disturbed
by interferences with the graphical output. In headless mode, all
the parameters can be passed to the benchmark via the command
line.
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In its original form, the benchmarking suite supports only boolean
collision detection algorithms, i.e., algorithms that tell whether a
pair of objects collide or not. We have extended it also for proximity
queries. In this case, the algorithms report minimum distances in
case of non-penetrations. This kind of information is often required
in robotic applications such as path planning. We only slightly
changed the wrapper interfaces for algorithms that also support
distance computations; the configuration generation remained untouched. Moreover, we extended the data that is collected during a
benchmarking procedure that we will use in the next section for
our heatmap visualization: the main difference is that we count
for each triangle how often it appears in a polygon test, and we
count the number of bounding volume and polygon tests for each
configuration.

3.2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Heatmap Visualization

The benchmarking suite by Trenkel et al. [Trenkel et al. 2007]
already includes several scripts based on Gnuplot to generate plots
of the results: for instance, for a pair of objects at a certain polygon
count, it can plot the average or maximum running time of the
benchmarked algorithms with respect to the distance, or it can plot
the running-time with respect to polygon count for a fixed distance.
Such plots are useful to get a broad overview of the algorithms’
performance with a particular pair of objects. However, depending
on the object, it is possible, that the maximum running time is
realized only at a very special part of the object that is hardly
colliding in the target application. Even more, maybe a slight change
of the object, e.g., placing an antenna a few polygons to the right
or the left, might change the performance of the collision detection
dramatically, so can also do a simple re-polygonization of parts of
the object. Consequently, we decided to implement a novel, more
sophisticated visualization of the benchmarking results on a subobject level. The main idea is to visualize different results directly
on the object’s surface by using a heatmap.
To do that, we collect additional data, as written in the previous
section, during the benchmark. For a pair of 3D objects A and B and
a set C of n configurations C = (c 1 , c 2 , ..., cm ) that was generated
by the benchmarking suite, we store for each configuration c i ∈ C
the collision check time ti , the number of tested bounding volumes
bvi , the number of tested polygons ni . Then we project the data to
the object to generate the heatmap. Therefore, we compute for each
configuration c i the closest point pi between the pair of objects (see
Figure 2b). This is usually located on a polygon p of A and one B. In
order to generate a heatmap for A we assign the measured values ti ,
bvi , and ni to all vertices of p. Obviously, we normalize the assigned
vertex values by dividing them by the number of assignments.
This facilitates it to identify interesting object regions, e.g., regions that are hardly checked for collisions, regions where particular algorithms perform better or worse, etc.
These vertex values can be easily mapped to color values when
showing the heatmaps in our web GUI. We support different mappings of the values to colors, namely:
(1) Average (Figure 1a), median (Figure 1b), min (Figure 1e), and
max (Figure 1f) timing.
• to visualize critical regions based on algorithm’s timing.

Figure 2: Heatmap generation pipeline based on benchmark’s result: (a) 3D object, (b) closest points of all configurations, (c) generated heatmap based on algorithm timings,
and (d) generated heatmap based on configurations density.

(2) Standard Deviation (Figure 1c) and Median Absolute Deviation (Figure 1d)
• to visualize outlier regions where algorithm’s timing could
differs greatly between slightly different configurations.
(3) Configuration density (Figure 1g)
• to visualize regions that are extensively or hardly checked
by algorithms.
We also support an optional outlier removal based on the interquartile range (see Figures 3). Using ti , bvi , and ni the heatmaps
can be generated to visualize the average or median time and also
another statistical information to classify the data like the standard
deviation (see Figures 2c and 2d for some examples), as well as the
number of tested polygons (see Figure 4a), and the number of BV
checks (see Figure 4b).

3.3

Web-based Benchmarking Service

A primary goal of OpenCollBench as a benchmark as a service is
to simplify the time-consuming process of integrating CD and configuring algorithms and to provide a common hard- and software
platform to produce long-term reproducible and comparable results.
We have realized this by a web-based client-server architecture. Figure 6 shows an overview of our system; it is based on a front end
that provides an easy-to-use GUI to the user and a dedicated back
end server that performs the actual benchmarking.
The front end is designed to focus on simplification and usability
of the benchmarking process to enable both expert and non-expert
users to intuitively benchmark CD algorithms. We have implemented our front end using the vue.js framework. Figure 7 shows
the website to select appropriate benchmark parameters via sliders
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(b)after
afterremoving
removingoutliers
outliersusing
usinginterquartile
interquartile
(a)
range.
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Figure4:4:Heatmaps
Heatmapsof
ofobject
objecthappy
happybuddha
buddhawith
with100k
100kpolypolyFigure
gons
based
on
statistical
information
of
200k
configuragons based on statistical information of 200k configuration’sdensity
density(the
(thenumber
numberof
ofcheck)
check)(a)
(a)BV
BVcheck,
check,and
and(b)
(b)
tion’s
polygoncheck
checkof
ofDOPTree
DOPTreealgorithm.
algorithm.The
Thered
redcircle
circleshows
shows
polygon
regions that
that heavily
heavily checked
checked atat both
both BVH
BVH and
and primitive
primitive
regions
level.
level.
andbuttons.
buttons.Additionally,
Additionally,ititisispossible
possibletotoupload
uploadobjects
objectsand
andoptionoptionand
ally
store
them
together
with
the
generated
configurations.
Another
ally store them together with the generated configurations. Another
optionisistotoregister
registerfor
foran
anaccount
accounttotorecall
recallprevious
previousbenchmarking
benchmarking
option
resultsororre-trigger
re-triggerpast
pastbenchmark
benchmarkruns.
runs.InInorder
ordertotoprevent
preventfailed
failed
results
benchmarkdue
duetotoconnection
connectionproblem
problemorortime
timeconstraints,
constraints,we
wemark
mark
benchmark
incoming
benchmark
requests
with
a
unique
id
and
store
the
incoming benchmark requests with a unique id and store the idid
theuser’s
user’sbrowser
browserlocally
locallyvia
viacookies.
cookies.This
Thisrequest-id
request-idenables
enables
totothe
theuser
usertotoresume
resumeongoing
ongoingbenchmarks.
benchmarks.We
Wealso
alsoimplemented
implementedaa
the
progressinterface
interface(see
(seeFigure
Figure8)8)totokeep
keepthe
theuser
userinformed
informedabout
about
progress
ongoing
benchmark,
e.g.,
uploading
objects,
generating
configuraongoing benchmark, e.g., uploading objects, generating configuration,performing
performingbenchmark,
benchmark,ororgenerating
generatingheatmaps.
heatmaps.By
Bydefault,
default,
tion,
allgenerated
generatedresults
resultswill
willbe
besaved
savedon
onour
ourserver
serverfor
foraaperiod
periodofoftime
time
all
casethe
thesame
sameobject
objectisisbeing
beingtested
testedagain.
again.However,
However,we
weplan
plantoto
inincase
addaamore
moresophisticated
sophisticatedaccess
accesssystem
systemthat
thatoptionally
optionallyallows
allowsusers
users
add
securetheir
theiruploaded
uploadedobjects
objectsand
andresults
resultsininthe
thefuture.
future.This
Thisisis
totosecure

Requesthandler
handlerhandles
handlesincoming
incomingbenchmark
benchmarkrequests.
requests.ItIt
•• Request
alsoassigns
assignsthe
theunique
uniqueididand
andschedules
schedulesthe
therequests
requestsvia
viaaa
also
queuesystem
systemtotoprevent
preventbenchmarking
benchmarkingsuites
suitesfrom
fromrunning
running
queue
multipleinstances
instancesatatone
onetime,
time,which
whichwill
willmess
messup
upCD
CDalalmultiple
gorithms’timing.
timing.The
Therequest
requesthandler
handlerisisimplemented
implementedwith
with
gorithms’
express.js.
express.js.
CollisionBenchmarking
BenchmarkingSuite
Suiteperforms
performsthe
theactual
actualCD
CD&&PQ
PQ
•• Collision
benchmark
for
a
given
object
and
parameters.
It
also
is
rebenchmark for a given object and parameters. It also is responsiblefor
forgenerating
generatingthe
theconfigurations
configurationsaccording
accordingtotothe
the
sponsible
user’sselected
selectedparameters.
parameters.The
Thebenchmarking
benchmarkingsuite
suiteisisimimuser’s
plementedininC++,
C++,and
anditituses
usesOpenSG,
OpenSG,according
accordingtotoTrenkel
Trenkel
plemented
al.[Trenkel
[Trenkeletetal.
al.2007].
2007].
etetal.
HeatmapGeneration
GenerationPipeline
Pipelinegenerates
generatesthe
theheatmaps,
heatmaps,i.e.,
i.e.,the
the
•• Heatmap
vertexcolors,
colors,from
fromthe
thebenchmark
benchmarkresults.
results.ItItisisimplemented
implemented
vertex
implementedusing
usingthree.js.
three.js.
ininimplemented
•
Exporter
finally
exports
thegenerated
generatedheatmap
heatmapinto
intoaafile
filefor
for
• Exporter finally exports the
furtheraccess
accessby
bythe
thefront
frontend.
end.
further
Ourserver
serverruns
runsunder
underWindows
Windows10
10on
onan
anIntel
Inteli9-9820X
i9-9820XCPU
CPU
Our
with10
10discrete
discreteCPU
CPUcores;
cores;Hyperthreading
Hyperthreadingisisenabled
enabledtotosupport
support
with
20Threads,
Threads,64GB
64GBRAM,
RAM,and
andGTX
GTX980
980GPU.
GPU.Currently,
Currently,none
noneofof
20
the
included
algorithms
uses
multithreading
for
the
narrow
phase
the included algorithms uses multithreading for the narrow phase
collisiondetection.
detection.The
TheIntel
IntelTurbo
TurboBoost
Boostisisenabled,
enabled,this
thisallows
allows
collision
single-coreapplications
applicationstotoincrease
increasethe
themaximum
maximumCPU
CPUfrequency.
frequency.
single-core
Wedecided
decidedtotouse
useaacurrent
currentstate-of-the-art
state-of-the-artIntel
IntelCPU
CPUbecause,
because,inin
We
contrasttotothe
therecent
recentAMD
AMDCPUs,
CPUs,ititsupports
supportsthe
themost
mostadvanced
advanced
contrast
SIMDacceleration
accelerationtechnique,
technique,which
whichisisatatthe
themoment
momentAVX512.
AVX512.Our
Our
SIMD
resultsshow
showthat
thatcollision
collisiondetection
detectionalgorithms
algorithmscan
canbenefit
benefitfrom
from
results
thistechnology
technologydramatically.
dramatically.On
Onthe
theother
otherhand,
hand,the
theGPU
GPUseems
seems
this
a
little
bit
outdated.
However,
most
available
narrow
phase
CD&&
a little bit outdated. However, most available narrow phase CD
PQalgorithms
algorithmsfor
forrigid
rigidobjects,
objects,particularly
particularlyall
allofofthe
thealgorithms
algorithms
PQ
currentlysupported
supportedby
bythe
thebenchmarking
benchmarkingsuite,
suite,run
runcompletely
completelyon
on
currently
the
CPU.
Moreover,
the
benchmark
runs
in
headless
mode;
hence,
the CPU. Moreover, the benchmark runs in headless mode; hence,
thereisisno
noneed
needfor
foraapowerful
powerfulGPU
GPUatatthe
themoment.
moment.Obviously,
Obviously,
there
thefuture,
future,the
thestate-of-the-art
state-of-the-artininboth
bothhardware
hardwareand
andsoftware
software
ininthe
mightchange.
change.InInthe
thecase
caseofoflarge
largedevelopment
developmentsteps,
steps,we
wewill
willhave
have
might
to
replace
our
current
server.
In
order
to
still
guarantee
comparable
to replace our current server. In order to still guarantee comparable
results,we
wewill
willsimple
simplere-trigger
re-triggerall
allbenchmarks
benchmarksthat
thatare
arestored
storedsoso
results,
farand
andupdate
updatethe
theresults.
results.The
Theusers
userswill
willbe
beinformed
informedabout
aboutthe
thenew
new
far
resultsautomatically
automaticallyififthey
theyagree
agreetotothis
thisprocedure.
procedure.Moreover,
Moreover,inin
results
thecase
casethat
thatsubmitted
submittedCD
CDlibraries
librariesdo
donot
notwork
workon
onaanew
newplatform,
platform,
the
wewill
willcontact
contactthe
thedevelopers
developerstotoadjust
adjusttheir
theirlibraries
librariesororexclude
exclude
we
themfrom
fromfurther
furtherbenchmarking.
benchmarking.This
Thiswill
willmotivate
motivatedevelopers
developerstoto
them
maintaintheir
theirsoftware
softwaretotobe
befurther
furtherincluded
includedininthe
thebenchmarking
benchmarking
maintain
suite
and
hence,
to
be
considered
by
those
users
searching
foran
an
suite and hence, to be considered by those users searching for
appropriateCD
CDsolution
solutionand
andtotobe
becited
citedininfuture
futureapplications.
applications.
appropriate
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Figure 5: Time needed to generate around 200k configurations based on Grid and Sphere position finding methods for
object bunny with 65k polygons at various predefined distances. The position finding methods tend to be slower at
the higher distance between objects.

Figure 7: Interactive Graphical User interface (GUI) for
OpenCollBench, which enable user to upload object (red
box) and selecting benchmark parameters interactively. The
option panels connected with each other, i.e. changing
Bench Mode (blue box) to proximity will display algorithms
that support promxity query in Algo (green box).

Figure 8: Benchmark’s progress GUI for OpenCollBench,
which consists of three parts, namely, left (red box) showing
progress of object uploaded by user, middle (blue box) showing benchmarking progress including configurations generation, and right (green box) showing progress of heatmap
generation pipeline.

Figure 6: System Overview of OpenCollBench, which consists of two parts, namely front end that enable user to upload 3d object and select benchmarking parameters, and
back end that process incoming benchmarking request and
return heatmap as result.

4

RESULTS

We have implemented our open benchmarking server as a web
service to allow both expert and non-expert users to easily evaluate
CD & PQ algorithms’ performance in standardized or optionally
user-definable scenarios and to identify possible bottlenecks. The
web service is open for the public and can be accessed at URL:

Figure 9: Benchmark’s results GUI for OpenCollBench,
which showing generated heatmap based on benchmarking
results. Left panel (red box) enable user to select different
mapping value, middle panel (green box) showing generated
heatmap, and right panel (blue box) showing mapping color
value.

OpenCollBench
OpenCollBench--Benchmarking
Benchmarkingof
ofCollision
CollisionDetection
Detection&&Proximity
ProximityQueries
Queriesas
asaaWeb-Service
Web-Service

(a)

(b)

Figure
Figure 10:
10: Heatmaps
Heatmaps of
of object
object bunny
bunny with
with around
around 65k
65k polypolygons
gons based
based on
on configuration’s
configuration’s density
density of
of around
around 200k
200k conconfiguration
figuration using
using position
position finding
finding method
method (a)
(a) Grid,
Grid, and
and (b)
(b)
Sphere
Sphere at
at aa relative
relative distance
distance of
of 0.0.
0.0. The
The Grid
Grid method
method is
is able
able
to
togenerate
generatemore
moreconfigurations
configurationsat
atconcave
concavearea
area(red
(redcircles)
circles)
compared
compared with
with Sphere
Sphere method.
method.
http://opencollbench.com.
http://opencollbench.com. Currently,
Currently, only
only files
files in
in the
the OBJ
OBJ format
format
can
canbe
beuploaded
uploadedby
bythe
theuser.
user.In
Ingeneral,
general,the
thebenchmarking
benchmarkingsuite
suiteand
and
three.js
three.jssupport
supportaawide
widevariety
varietyof
ofdifferent
different3D
3Dfile
fileformats;
formats;however,
however,
they
they have
have to
to be
be integrated
integrated manually
manually into
into three.js.
three.js. For
For this
this reason,
reason,
but
butalso
alsofor
forsecurity
securityreasons,
reasons,we
wedecided,
decided,at
atthe
themoment,
moment,to
torestrict
restrict
the
the upload
upload to
to the
the mostly
mostly used
used plain
plain file
file format
format and
and add
add support
support for
for
further
further file
file formats
formats later
later on
on user
user request.
request.
First,
First, we
we have
have investigated
investigated the
the performance
performance of
of our
our benchmarkbenchmarking
ing server.
server. In
In the
the case
case that
that the
the user
user does
does not
not choose
choose aa predefined
predefined
scenario
scenariobut
butdecides
decidesto
toupload
uploadhis
hisown
ownobjects,
objects,he
hehas
hasto
togenerate
generateaa
set
setof
ofconfigurations.
configurations.According
Accordingto
to[Trenkel
[Trenkelet
etal.
al.2007],
2007],the
theuser
usercan
can
choose
between
the
Grid
and
Sphere
method.
For
a
user-definable
choose between the Grid and Sphere method. For a user-definable
number
number of
of configurations,
configurations, the
the sphere
sphere method
method isis faster,
faster, but
but itit may
may
fail
failto
togenerate
generatesome
someinteresting
interestingcontact
contactscenarios,
scenarios,especially
especiallyin
inthe
the
case
caseof
ofconcave
concaveobjects,
objects,whereas
whereasthe
thegrid
gridmethod
methodisisable
ableto
togenerate
generate
aa wider
wider variety
variety of
of configurations
configurations but
but requires
requires more
more computation
computation
time
time(see,
(see,e.g.,
e.g.,the
thearea
areaaround
aroundthe
theears
earsand
andthe
thefoot
footin
inFigure
Figure10).
10).In
In
general,
general, computing
computing configurations
configurations can
can be
be rather
rather time-consuming;
time-consuming;
both
both the
the grid
grid as
as well
well as
as the
the sphere
sphere method
method require
require up
up to
to 20
20 minminutes
utes to
to generate
generate around
around 200k
200k configurations
configurations for
for aa pair
pair of
of objects
objects
consisting
consisting of
of aa total
total of
of 130k
130k polygons
polygons (see
(see Figure
Figure 5).
5). In
In the
the case
case of
of
close
close distances,
distances, the
the sphere
sphere method
method converges
converges very
very quickly
quickly because
because
itit isis based
based on
on aa BVH
BVH distance
distance algorithm.
algorithm. In
In case
case of
of larger
larger distances,
distances,
aa lot
lot more
more BV-pairs
BV-pairs have
have to
to be
be considered
considered to
to find
find the
the closest
closest disdistance
tanceduring
duringthe
thetraversal,
traversal,i.e.,
i.e.,the
thepruning
pruningtakes
takeslonger.
longer.We
Wedid
didnot
not
expect
expect such
such aa large
large difference
difference between
between the
the individual
individual distance
distance as
as
are
are shown
shown by
by Figure
Figure 5,5, especially
especially for
for distance
distance 0.0,
0.0, where
where we
we recogrecognized
nizedaaspeed-up
speed-upof
ofmore
morethan
thanan
anorder
orderof
ofmagnitude
magnitudefor
forthe
thesphere
sphere
method.
method. However,
However, the
the tendency
tendency of
of this
this behavior
behavior isis independent
independent of
of
the
theobject;
object;at
atleast
leastititappeared
appearedwith
withall
allour
ourbenchmarking
benchmarkingscenarios.
scenarios.
We
We will
will further
further investigate
investigate this
this in
in the
the future.
future. While
While the
the configuraconfiguration
tion computation
computation isis relatively
relatively slow,
slow, the
the actual
actual benchmarking
benchmarking can
can
be
be done
done quickly.
quickly. Benchmarking
Benchmarking 200K
200K configurations
configurations for
for aa pair
pair of
of
objects
objects with
with aa total
total of
of 130k
130k polygons
polygons requires
requires only
only 22 minutes
minutes in
in
case
case of
of the
the worst-case
worst-case distance
distance of
of 0.0.
0.0.
In
InSection
Section3.2,
3.2,we
wehave
haveintroduced
introducedour
ournew
newheatmap
heatmapvisualization
visualization
that
that allows
allows investigating
investigating the
the algorithm’s
algorithm’s performance
performance on
on aa subsubobject
object level.
level. In
In this
this section,
section, we
we will
will present
present aa few
few findings
findings from
from
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this
thisvisualization.
visualization.We
Weuse
usethe
thegoogle
googleturbo
turbocolormap
colormap[Google
[Google2019]
2019]
to
to map
map different
different kinds
kinds of
of benchmarking
benchmarking data
data to
to the
the vertices.
vertices. This
This
data
data can
can be,
be, for
for instance,
instance, average
average or
or median
median timing,
timing, the
the deviations
deviations
of
of the
the timings,
timings, the
the density,
density, e.g.,
e.g., aa counter
counter how
how often
often aa particular
particular
polygon
polygon realizes
realizes the
the minimum
minimum distance
distance between
between the
the objects
objects for
for aa
given
given number
number of
of configurations
configurations or
or the
the number
number of
of BV
BV and
and polygon
polygon
tests.
tests. The
The average
average and
and minimum
minimum CD
CD times
times per-vertex
per-vertex help
help us
us to
to
identify
identify regions
regions of
of the
the object
object where
where the
the CD
CD requires
requires more
more time
time
than
than in
in other
other regions
regions (see
(see Figure
Figure 3).
3). However,
However, in
in the
the case
case of
of large
large
differences
differencesin
inthe
thevalues
valuesor
ormeasurement
measurementinaccuracies,
inaccuracies,our
ouroptional
optional
outlier
outlierdetection
detectioncan
canbe
beenabled,
enabled,as
asdescribed
describedin
inthe
theprevious
previoussection.
section.
This
Thisallows
allowsus
usto
tofind
findthe
themore
morecomplicated
complicatedCD
CDconfigurations,
configurations,that
that
with
with the
the largest
largest median
median CD
CD times,
times, close
close to
to the
the center
center of
of the
the pipes
pipes
object
object as
as expected.
expected. Investigating
Investigating the
the timing
timing deviations
deviations helps
helps us
us to
to
identify
identifyregions
regionsthat
thatare
aresusceptible
susceptibleto
todifferent
differentconfigurations:
configurations:e.g.,
e.g.,
Figure
Figure 12
12 shows
shows the
the mapping
mapping of
of median
median absolute
absolute deviation
deviation timing
timing
for
for an
an object
object using
using the
the DOPTree
DOPTree algorithm.
algorithm. We
We can
can see
see that
that the
the
performance
performance checking
checking the
the outer
outer regions
regions of
of the
the object
object isis relatively
relatively
independent
independent of
of the
the configuration,
configuration, whereas,
whereas, for
for the
the inner
inner regions,
regions,
the
the configuration
configuration matters.
matters. Moreover,
Moreover, we
we can
can identify
identify regions
regions that
that
are
are hardly
hardly ever
ever colliding,
colliding, independently
independently of
of the
the colliding
colliding object’s
object’s
configuration.
configuration.To
Tovisualize
visualizethis,
this,we
wemap
mapthe
theconfiguration’s
configuration’sdensity
density
to
vertex
color.
Figure
13
shows
the
heatmap
to vertex color. Figure 13 shows the heatmap for
for the
the extremely
extremely
concave
concaveLustre
Lustreobject.
object.The
Theinside
insideof
ofthe
theobject
objectisishardly
hardlychecked
checkedby
by
algorithms.
algorithms. However,
However, itit also
also shows
shows small
small regions
regions on
on the
the extremal
extremal
points
points of
of the
the objects
objects that
that are
are hit
hit very
very often.
often. In
In the
the future,
future, itit could
could
be
helpful
to
optimize
CD
algorithms
for
exactly
such
be helpful to optimize CD algorithms for exactly such high-density
high-density
regions
regions why
why building
building looser
looser BVs
BVs for
for less
less dense
dense regions,
regions, e.g.,
e.g., by
by
stopping
stopping the
the BV
BV construction
construction earlier
earlier and
and thus,
thus, storing
storing multiple
multiple
polygons
polygons in
in aa single
single leaf
leaf node.
node.
We
can
also
spread
We can also spread the
the heatmap
heatmap coloring
coloring visualization
visualization through
through
the
the results
results of
of several
several algorithms:
algorithms: Figure
Figure 11
11 shows
shows the
the median
median CD
CD
check
check times
times for
for the
the bunny
bunny object
object with
with 65k
65k polygon
polygon with
with aa single
single
unified
unified coloring
coloring for
for all
all algorithms.
algorithms. ItIt isis easy
easy to
to detect
detect the
the fastest
fastest
algorithm
algorithm by
by the
the deep
deep blue
blue color,
color, which
which is,
is, in
in this
this example,
example, the
the
SimDOP.
SimDOP. For
For some
some algorithms,
algorithms, we
we can
can find
find different
different critical
critical reregions;
gions; for
for the
the DopTree,
DopTree, checking
checking the
the regions
regions between
between the
the ears
ears isis
the
themost
mosttime
timeconsuming
consuming(see
(seeFigure
Figure11a),
11a),whereas
whereasthe
theBoxtree
Boxtreehas
has
aa bottleneck
bottleneck at
at the
the back
back of
of the
the bunny
bunny (see
(see Figure
Figure 11c).
11c). V-COLLIDE,
V-COLLIDE,
PQP,
PQP, and
and SIMDop
SIMDop seem
seem to
to perform
perform independent
independent of
of the
the region,
region, at
at
least
least in
in this
this unified
unified visualization.
visualization.
Beyond
Beyondboolean
booleanCD,
CD,our
ourbenchmarking
benchmarkingsuite
suitecan
canbe
beused
usedto
toevalevaluate
uatePQ
PQalgorithms.
algorithms.Obviously,
Obviously,PQ
PQisismore
morecomplicated
complicatedthan
thansimple
simple
CD
CD checks:
checks: classical
classical BVH-based
BVH-based CD
CD algorithms
algorithms can
can prune
prune nonnonoverlapping
overlapping parts
parts earlier
earlier according
according to
to the
the Separating
Separating Axis
Axis Theorem
Theorem
(SAT).
(SAT). Hence,
Hence, when
when using
using the
the same
same BVH,
BVH, the
the PQ
PQ performs
performs worse
worse
than
than the
the CD
CD BVH.
BVH. Figure
Figure 14
14 shows
shows the
the benchmarking
benchmarking result
result using
using
SIMDop,
SIMDop, an
an algorithm
algorithm that
that supports
supports both
both CD
CD &
& PQ
PQ checks.
checks. The
The
CD
CD check
check remains
remains fast
fast && stable
stable across
across all
all configurations,
configurations, whereas
whereas
PQ
PQ checks
checks slow
slow && differs
differs between
between regions
regions compared
compared with
with the
the CD
CD
check.
check. In
In the
the case
case of
of larger
larger distances,
distances, the
the minimum
minimum distance
distance isis usuusually
ally found
found close
close to
to the
the objects’
objects’ extremal
extremal points,
points, i.e.,
i.e., on
on the
the convex
convex
hull
hull of
of the
the object.
object. We
We can
can find
find this
this observation
observation by
by visualizing
visualizing the
the
density
density with
with respect
respect to
to the
the distance:
distance: Figure
Figure 15
15 shows
shows heatmaps
heatmaps for
for
aa chair
chair object
object with
with 113k
113k polygons
polygons for
for the
the various
various relative
relative distance
distance
between
betweenobjects.
objects.The
Theconfigurations
configurationswere
weregenerated
generatedusing
usingthe
theGrid
Grid
method
method and
and have
have around
around 200k
200k configurations
configurations each.
each.
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Figure 12: Heatmap result of object schwamm with 95k polygons based on median absolute deviation (timing in milisec)
using DOPTree. The outer region does not fluctuate much,
whereas the inner region fluctuates up to 1.1 milisec between slightly different configurations.
Toni Tan, René Weller, and Gabriel Zachmann
Toni Tan, René Weller, and Gabriel Zachmann

(e) SIMDop
(a) DopTree

(b) V-COLLIDE

Figure 11: Heatmaps based on median value (timing in
milisec) for object bunny with 65k polygons based on relative median value of various CD algorithms timings after
removing outliers. The red circles show slower regions for
particular algorithms.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented OpenCollBench,
a benchmarking
(c) BoxTree
(d) PQParchitecture
for collision detection and proximity algorithms that offers the
benchmarking procedure as an open web service to the public. The
goal is to make complicated and time-consuming benchmarking
accessible for both expert and non-expert users. We have addressed
this goal by proposing a combination of a simple yet adjustable
user interface with a dedicated hardware platform that guarantees
reproducible and comparable results. Additionally, we have presented an extension to a sub-object accuracy for the analysis of
the benchmarking results. The idea is to use heatmaps to visualize
information gathered by the benchmark.
This allows the user to
(e) SIMDop
identify critical parts of their objects, and it enables a better unFigure
11: Heatmaps
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of the behavior
of the
particular
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented OpenCollBench, a benchmarking architecture
for collision detection and proximity algorithms that offers the
benchmarking procedure as an open web service to the public. The
goal is to make complicated and time-consuming benchmarking
accessible for both expert and non-expert users. We have addressed
this goal by proposing a combination of a simple yet adjustable
user interface with a dedicated hardware platform that guarantees
reproducible and comparable results. Additionally, we have presented an extension to a sub-object accuracy for the analysis of
the benchmarking results. The idea is to use heatmaps to visualize
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented OpenCollBench, a benchmarking architecture
for collision detection and proximity algorithms that offers the
benchmarking procedure as an open web service to the public. The
goal is to make complicated and time-consuming benchmarking
accessible for both expert and non-expert users. We have addressed
this goal by proposing a combination of a simple yet adjustable
user interface with a dedicated hardware platform that guarantees
reproducible and comparable results. Additionally, we have presented an extension to a sub-object accuracy for the analysis of
the benchmarking results. The idea is to use heatmaps to visualize
information gathered by the benchmark. This allows the user to
identify critical parts of their objects, and it enables a better understanding of the behavior and characteristics of the particular
collision detection algorithm.
Our approach also offers interesting avenues for future work: for
instance, currently, OpenCollBench is restricted to narrow phase
collision detection and proximity queries for rigid objects that run
on the CPU. Obviously, we want to extend our benchmark to cover
more cases related to collision detection, like broad phase CD, deformable objects, GPU-based algorithms, other kinds of object representation than polygonal objects, to name but a few. We also
plan to include real penetration scenarios, e.g., the relative penetration volume, according to [Weller et al. 2010], that can be used to
compute additional configurations. In general, we want to include
more collision detection libraries. In the future, we plan to offer
researchers and developers an automatic upload of their libraries
to the OpenCollBench framework. However, this may result in
security risks, which is the main reason that currently, the inclusion of new algorithms is curated by the authors. Moreover, we
want to use the information gained from the extended heatmap
visualization to improve existing collision detection algorithms or
even develop completely new ones. Our results already provide
hints that BVH-based algorithms can be optimized by, for instance,
optimizing the polygonization in parts of the objects, e.g., by transparently performing local subdivision steps or by optimizing the
BVH construction. We also consider a hybrid algorithm that automatically chooses the optimal CD algorithm depending on the
objects’ actual configuration. This could be realized by an AI-based
approach. Finally, we consider extending the idea of a benchmark
as a service to other kinds of algorithms, especially in the computer
graphics context: acceleration data structures for ray tracing could
be a first interesting topic for this.
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